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Ans.  Please see section C.2.1.2 

Q.6 For Electrical installations like wires, shoe plug, Breakers, LED fixtures, etc, kindly mention 

the brand name so we can factor in the cost.  

 

Ans. All approved brands are mentioned in CLINS 

Q.7 For the HVAC, it is just a maintenance services? or contractor have to replace the parts as 

well in that case who will provide the parts, HVAC model and make names? 

 

Ans. Routine wear and tear under PKR. 20,000 should be covered in HVAC services as 

mentioned in C.2.7.   

Cleaning Services:  

Q.8 Kindly provide the cleaning material list of US standards for the deep cleaning and 

upholstery cleaning services of the houses. 

 

Ans. List attached separately as an “Attachment-A” 

Q.09 Kindly Elaborate the Exhibt-9 what is this costing sheet about. 

 

Ans. It is no more the part of the solicitation. We have excluded from the solicitation. Kindly see 

Amendment-001 of the solicitation 

 

GSO-Contracting Related:  

Q. 10 Do we have to complete the Section B only for the Prices & cost or is there any other 

section for financials as well kindly elaborate? 

 

Ans. Kindly read the page 110 of the solicitation which will give information on price and 

technical proposal, 
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Q.11 What is NDAA compliance discussed in pre bid meeting, and how to fulfill.     

 

Ans. Nation Defense Authorization Act (NDAA) prohibits the U.S. Government, U.S. 

Contractors from procuring of using certain “covered tele communication equipment or services” 
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that are produced by Huawei, ZTE, Hytera, and Dahua and their subsidiaries as a “substantial or 

essential component of any system, or as critical technology as part of any system.” 

All potential or current contractors with the U.S. Government must review their direct and 

indirect usage of equipment manufactured by or provided by the above-mentioned companies 

and/or their subsidiaries. The U.S. Government urgently requires a signed certification by 

existing Contractors that affirms this by checking the correct answer found in: 

 

- FAR 52.204-24, (d) (1), 

- FAR 52.204.24, (d) (2), and 

- FAR 52.204-26, (c). 

In cases where this certification is not possible – either because the contractor does use these 

companies and/or equipment, or the contractor cannot reliably determine this with confidence – 

the U.S. Government will seek a contract-specific waiver covering a specified period of time.  

 

We require a signed certification to be completed and signed by your principal officer should be 

submitted with your technical proposal. 


